
Ninel Cherevko With Her Students 

I, Ninel Cherevko in the center. Photographed with my students at the Polytechnic Institute in Lvov
1997. In 1950s I became involved in a new science - technical microbiology. In 1968 I defended my
thesis of Candidate of Sciences. That same year I became a member of the Communist Party. I had
to join the Party since I was lecturer at the Institute and also taught at the Higher School of the
Party. Besides, I was a convinced supporter of the communist ideas. I believed that the Communist
party would build a fair, just and prosperous society in the USSR. I worked at the Institute 50 years
(1948 - 1998) and there were many scientists, candidates of sciences, doctors of sciences and
professors among that chose the subject I taught to be their speciality. Every year we traditionally
meet at the Institute. We had a nice family: our sons' friends, our colleagues and pupils: Jewish,
Ukrainian, Russian and Polish, we enjoyed spending time together, getting together for a cup of tea
and for a chat. On birthdays and on holidays we used to have over 20 friends at home. We read a
lot of Russian and foreign classic and fiction books. My husband and I often went to the Opera and
Drama theaters. Children spent their summer vacations in pioneer camps. We always spent one
summer month at the seashore in Crimea or Caucasus. We are atheists. I never faced any anti-
Semitism. We've never celebrated any Jewish or Christian holidays and never discussed national
issues. My husband and I were glad that Israel became a separate state, but we've never
considered emigration. As of late I feel interested in my roots and the history of my people. I often
look at photographs of the ones I love. I am interested in the history and culture of the Jewish
people. I attend Hesed in Lvov, read Jewish newspapers and celebrate Pesach. I am interested in
Jewish traditions and including Jewish traditional food. Sometimes I feel sorry for staying away from
the traditions of my people in the course of life. I wish I knew Yiddish and Hebrew. But anyway, I
can say that I've lived a happy life.
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